Vincent the Vicar Press Kit
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1. Overview
Vincent the Vicar is a new ebook featuring the life of a vicar whose name you can probably guess.
He works at a small parish church in England, where his life revolves around his parishioners,
friends and a cat called Freddie. He is sometimes a little forgetful, but he loves Jesus and wants to
spread the good news. That’s the only reason he allowed someone to write a book about him…

Vincent was chosen to star in the book in order to introduce children to careers other than building
and working for the Welsh postal service. However the story is relevant to adults who can not only
read the rhymes to children, but also enjoy the story themselves.

The book is made of full colour images, all with a three line rhyme. The story follows Vincent when
he makes a slight faux pas at Communion. There are lots of things to point out in the drawings,
from the church mouse called Phil to Geoff, the local Lesser-spotted, orange-headed crow.

There are thousands of vicars and pastors in the world, most doing amazing work and it is time
that their efforts were celebrated. What better way to do that than in a series of faux-naïf ebooks?

Vincent the Vicar can be read as a fun short story, starring everyone’s favourite cartoon vicar. But it
also embodies Christian values and is a good way to open up discussion with children about
Jesus. This is the first Vincent the Vicar ebook, but it is the first in a series and work has already
started on the next edition.

The author is a committed Christian.

2. Interview with Vincent the Vicar
Q So Vincent, a new book has just been published and you are the star! How does it feel?

V It’s a great feeling to see the book published at last. It has taken quite a time to make. I wasn’t
sure how it would turn out but it looks very good.

Q You’re pleased with the result?

V I am. Although Freddie is a bit uncertain. That’s my cat. We thought he was going to have a
bigger role. But there’s always next time we’ve been told.

Q How did the book come about?

V A few months ago the author contacted me and asked if I’d like to feature in a book. I was
flattered, but thought no more about it. Then he turned up one day and followed me around for
months taking notes about my life.

Q So everything in the book actually happened to you?

V Oh yes. Sometimes unfortunately, but it’s a fair representation of my life in the parish.

Q And the incident with the Communion? Have there been repercussions?

V It was rather difficult at the time, but the Bishop has forgiven everything.

Q Thanks for talking to us Vincent. Where can people get your book if they want to buy it?

V: Not at all. I think it is available at http://www.vincentthevicar.co.uk. The password is, oh, no, I
shouldn’t give you any passwords should I?

Q No. Bye Vincent!

V Bye!

3 Details and links
Vincent the Vicar is a 32 page ebook for children and adults.

Author name: Sam Conte

It is available from http://www.vincentthevicar.co.uk.

The ebook is available as a .mobi file or an .epub file or a pdf, so it can be read on the widest
variety of ereaders, phones and tablets.

To buy a copy please visit http://wwww.vincentthevicar.co.uk .

To get a review copy please email vincentthevicar@gmx.com.

If you like this story then please sign up for our newsletter to hear when subsequent books are
published.
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Thanks for reading this press kit. If you have any more questions please email
vincentthevicar@gmx.com

